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Abstract
A mixed reality (MR) represents an environment composed both by real and virtual objects. MR applications are
more and more used, for instance in surgery, architecture, cultural heritage, entertainment, etc. For some of these
it is important to merge the real and virtual elements using consistent illumination. In this paper, we propose a
classification of illumination methods for MR applications that aim at generating a merged environment in which
illumination and shadows are consistent. Three different illumination methods can be identified: common illumination, relighting and methods based on inverse illumination. In this report a classification of the illumination
methods for MR is given based on their input requirements: the amount of geometry and radiance known from the
real environment. This led us to define four categories of methods that vary depending on the type of geometric
model used for representing the real scene, and the different radiance information available for each point of the
real scene. Various methods are described within their category.
The classification points out that in general the quality of the illumination interactions increases with the amount of
input information available. On the other hand, the accessibility of the method decreases since its pre-processing
time increases to gather the extra information. Recent developed techniques managed to compensate unknown
data with clever techniques using an iterative algorithm, hardware illumination or recent progress in stereovision.
We complete the review of illumination techniques for MR with a discussion on important properties such as the
possibility of interactivity or the amount of complexity in the simulated illumination.

Keywords: augmented reality, mixed reality, common illumination, relighting, inverse illumination.
1. Introduction
To understand the concept mixed reality it is necessary to
classify the different types of environments that can be
generated with a computer. Milgram et al. [MK94, OT99]
present such classification based on the amount and type of
virtual and real elements that constitute the resulting world.
In their classification, all possible environments form one
continuum called reality-virtuality continuum, (RV), see Figure 1. In this continuum, four worlds can be identified that
have an outspoken character. These four worlds lie next to
each other in the RV continuum and might even overlap.
The first and most straightforward of these is the real world
without any addition of virtual elements; it will be referred
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to here simply as reality and it lies on the left end of the
RV continuum. In the second world, virtual elements are
added in a real scene. We refer to this world with the term
augmented reality (AR)[Azu95][ABB∗ 01][BKM99]. In an
opposite scenario, the world consists of a virtual environment, augmented with real elements. This world is consequently called an augmented virtuality (AV). The last and
fourth world doesn’t contain any real elements and is therefore labelled as a virtual environment (VE); it lies on the
right end of the RV continuum. The term Mixed Reality (MR)
refers to those worlds that are a mix of virtual and real elements, or, MR spans the RV continuum. In general, methods
that are developed for AR, focus on real-time applications.
Therefore they usually differ from methods that are specifically designed for MR applications whose focus can be on
non real-time applications. This report will discuss the various existing illumination methods for MR applications in
general.
Two different classes of AR exist; they differ in the realisation of the AR [MK94]. The first class groups the methods
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Figure 1: Simplified representation of a Reality-Continuum
[MK94][OT99]. Courtesy of Milgram et al.

for semi-transparent or see-through displays, examples are
[SCT∗ 94][BGWK03]. This first class contains two different
see-through display methods. The first method (optical AR
method [Azu95]) projects the virtual objects on a transparent
background, most likely the glasses of goggles. The second
method (video AR method [Azu95]) uses a head-mounted
display: a head-mounted camera records the environment
and this image is projected inside the display together with
the virtual objects. The second class of AR replaces the
expensive see-through devices with non-immersive display
methods, they are usually called computer-augmented realities (CAR). The quality of the immersion is higher for the
first class than for the second. Nevertheless, see-through devices are not always required by the application: urban planning, architecture and some applications in the entertainment
industry are satisfied with the second type of CAR display
methods.
In earlier approaches of AR, virtual objects were positioned on top of a real environment. Calibration and registration are difficult processes and for long the focus lied
upon taking into account the possible occlusion and collision
effects, while no further adaptations on real and virtual objects were carried out. In other words, after the inclusion, no
resulting shadows were generated and no lighting changes
were put through. Soon it became apparent that an AR system of such kind did not yield a high-level of realism. Consistency between objects was restricted to geometric aspects.
Nowadays, three illumination techniques can be identified
that attempt to raise the quality of AR and in general MR:
common illumination, relighting and inverse illumination for
relighting or common illumination. These techniques vary
in the quality of the illumination and in the consistency obtained between the illumination of the real and virtual objects.
The most straightforward method results in the addition
of shadows in the MR environments. Generating shadows
is just as important as taking into account occlusions, since
they help situating objects in a scene and give information
about the distance between different objects [SUC95]. A
higher level of realism can also be obtained when the local light interaction between real and virtual objects is incorporated in the MR scene. Simulating such effects results
in common illumination. An example of an application that

uses common illumination to improve the MR can be found
in the movie industry. Special effects in movies make an effort to mix lighting effects and reflections as realistic as possible, resulting in brilliant graphical effects in recent movies
such as Jurassic Park, Harry Potter and The Lord of the
Rings trilogy. In these movies computer-generated effects
are blended entirely with the real footage; usually this is carried out by hand.
Some methods allow to change the original illumination,
hereby influencing the appearance of virtual and real objects.
An example of an application domain for this method is architecture. Being able to virtually change the lighting conditions in the real scene makes it possible to see the impact of
a new building in a street under different lighting conditions,
without the need of recording the real environment under all
these different conditions. Another application area is crime
investigation [HGM00]: a recording of a scene at a certain
time can be changed to the illumination at a different daytime, making it possible to visualise the perception of the
criminal at the time of the crime. Techniques that focus on
virtually changing the illumination of an existing scene are
simply known as relighting techniques.
The techniques brought together in a third category are
based on more complex estimations of the reflectances in
the environment in order to provide more accurate results.
The process of estimating the reflectances (bidirectional reflectance distribution function or BRDFs) from an existing
lighting system is called inverse illumination. It was originally developed to give more realism in computer graphics.
Reflectance properties of objects were estimated in order to
reproduce a more realistic simulation of virtual scenes. In the
context of MR, inverse illumination techniques aim at making a correct estimate of the photometric properties of the
objects in the scene. While other techniques search for acceptable solutions for the new illumination problem, inverse
illumination makes it possible to produce relit images that
aim to be an exact replica of the real conditions. A full discussion of the current state of the art of inverse illumination
techniques can be found in [PP03], while Ramamoorthi and
Marschner [RM02] present a tutorial on some of the leading
research work in this area.
At the moment, fairly good techniques exist that can relight an augmented scene with a different illumination. It is
getting more difficult to differentiate between virtual objects
and real objects. The main limitation of most techniques is
the tedious pre-processing time and the slow update rate,
which excludes real-time applications. When a geometric
model of the scene is required, the user will have to create
one, usually in a semi-manual and error-prone manner. The
scene update rate is often too slow to allow real-time user interaction, even with the current progress in computer hardware and software. The research focus is moving towards
using hardware for the calculation instead of software to acc The Eurographics Association 2004.
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celerate computation. Early results are promising, but more
research needs to be done in this area.
In this report, we do not review all existing work.
We concentrate on illumination techniques in MR that
are meant for large environments. When optimized and
extended, these techniques will be widely applicable in
real-time applications, for instance see-through display in
AR. Several techniques exist for relighting human faces
[Mar][DHT∗ 00], or that focus on local objects or simple scenes [ALCS03][SWI97]. We classify these techniques
mainly in the domain of inverse illumination as the emphasis
was placed on this aspect in the referenced papers. Although
these techniques are designed for small objects they can be
used to build extremely useful and strong methods for illumination in MR but they will not be further discussed in this
paper.
This report discusses the state of the art of those techniques that strive to solve the problem of illumination in MR
environments and gives an objective evaluation of their quality. In section 2 we describe in more detail the context of this
review and the assessment of the criteria on which we base
our classification. In section 3 we give a structured overview
of all the illumination methods that were developed for MR.
A further qualitative evaluation and discussion of the different techniques is given in section 4. In section 5 we draw our
conclusions and present the necessary future work on this
area of MR.
2. Problem Assessment
2.1. Objective and difficulties
The classes described above are not necessarily designed to
lure the users into believing that what they see is real. For
instance VR often aims at trying to create the perception of
a real world, without necessarily using convincing real imagery. Some AR systems merely add data displays to real
scenes, making no attempt to mix the two seamlessly. This
report considers MR scenes that do try to convince the users
of believing that a real world is surrounding them and will
use this as a measure to assess the quality of the method.
An MR is convincingly real when it is impossible to separate the virtual elements from the real elements in the resulting environment. We identified three critical success factors
that need to be present in the MR in order to be convincingly
real:
• After including the virtual object(s), the resulting
scene needs to have a consistent shadow configuration[SUC95]. The main difficulty to obeye this requirement is to find the correct appearance of the new shadows:
their position in the scene, shape and colour. Sometimes
these are estimated, but they can be calculated exactly if
the geometry of the scene, the illumination characteristics
and the material properties of all objects in the scene are
known.
c The Eurographics Association 2004.
°
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• The virtual object(s) must look natural. A cartoon-like
virtual object is easy detectable and therefore efforts have
been made to model objects that look realistic. One successful technique is image based modelling, in which objects are rendered with real-image based textures.
• The illumination of the virtual object(s) needs to resemble the illumination of the real objects. There are
two possible methodologies to achieve this requirement.
Either the illumination pattern of the real scene is known,
which in turn is used to illuminate the virtual object or all
material properties of all objects in the scene are known
or estimated, which allows the entire scene to be relighted
with a consistent known illumination pattern.
• If the user can interact with the MR environment, it is
clearly important that all update computations occur
in real-time. Any delay in the interaction will remind the
user of the fact that what is seen is unreal [MW93]. The
requirement of a real-time system is one of the most difficult to achieve, especially when no pre-processing time is
allowed.
2.2. Assessment of existing techniques
The ultimate objective of the aforementioned techniques is
defined by the amount of realism perceived by the user. This
inherent subjectivity complicates an objective assessment of
the various techniques. In this section a few quality criteria
are listed that will be used in Section 4 to assess the presented methods:
• Amount of realism: in some cases it is impossible to evaluate the amount of realism without using a statistical measure. For instance, a test audience can evaluate the technique, if the test group is large enough, a statistical value
can be derived from the group evaluation. Alternatively,
if the inserted virtual object is an exact replica of an existing real object, it is possible to give an exact value of
the amount of realism in the produced scene. It suffices
to compare the generated scene with an image of the real
object in the same scene. The difference between the two
gives a measure of the level of realism.
• Input requirements: it is expected that the more input
data is available, the higher the quality of the end result
will be. On the other hand, the usability of the system
reduces with the complexity of the input data. Possible
input data are: the geometry, the light position, the illumination pattern and the material properties. This report
gives a classification of the various techniques based on
their input requirement.
• Processing time: the time needed to create the end result is another important characteristic of the method. To
offer the user a highly realistic interactive environment,
the computations need to be done in real-time. Unfortunately, this is very hard to achieve. If geometric and material properties of a scene need to be known, it is unavoidable that some pre-processing time needs to be incorporated. In general the usability of the proposed techniques
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depends on the amount of pre-processing time needed and
the computation speed of the illumination technique.
• Level of automation: if the technique under consideration requires a considerable amount of manual interaction
while processing the input data, the technique is less interesting than one that is automated.
• Level of interaction: a technique can be judged based on
its dynamic character: the possibility to change the viewpoint of the camera, the amount of user interaction, or to
move virtual objects. A higher degree of interaction gives
a greater usability of the method.
2.3. Methodology
The various existing techniques can be grouped into three
different classes, based on the methodology used to solve the
problem. They were already listed in the introduction and are
further discussed in this section:
1. Common illumination: to this category belong all methods that provide a certain level of illumination blending,
like the addition of shadows projected from real objects
on virtual objects and shadows cast by virtual objects on
real objects. These techniques do not allow any modification of the current illumination of the scene. Two different types of common illumination can be considered:
local and global common illumination, referring to the
type of illumination simulated. For local common illumination, there is usually no requirement of any BRDF
information. For global illumination, it is often important
to have an estimate of the material properties of the real
objects. The accuracy of this type of techniques depends
on the accuracy of the known geometric model of the real
scene. In Figure 2 an example is given of a rendering using global common illumination [SSI99].
2. Relighting after light removal: relighting techniques
make it possible to change the illumination of the scene in
two steps. First, the current illumination effects of the real
scene are analysed and possibly removed. Second, new illumination effects (shadows, intensity changes, addition
of a new light, indirect lighting effects, etc.) are generated
based on a new illumination pattern. These methods do
not necessarily require an exact knowledge of the BRDF
values of the real scene objects. For some methods, the
focus lies on generating a scene that looks realistic. These
techniques require in general a detailed geometric model
of the real scene. An example of a relighted scene using
global illumination techniques [LDR00] is given in Figure 4.
3. Physically based illumination: this last category encloses those methods that make an attempt to retrieve the
photometric properties of all objects in the scene often referred to by the term inverse illumination. They estimate
BRDF values as correctly as possible as well as the emittance and positions of the light sources. The BRDF values can be estimated using a goniometer [War92] or can

be calculated based on the photometric equilibrium equations [Mar] [SWI97]. The BRDF information can be used
for both common illumination or relighting methods.
However, the accurate BRDF estimation often permits to
perform a complete and realistic relighting, which takes
both reflections and global illumination techniques into
account. Patow et al. [PP03] give an in-depth overview of
inverse illumination techniques. An example of inverse
global illumination [YDMH99] is illustrated in Figure 3.
3. Classification of Illumination Methods for Mixed
Reality
MR brings together those applications that create a new environment, around or in front of a user, containing both real
and virtual elements. Sections 2.1 and 2.2 formulated the
objectives, the difficulties encountered and the assessment
criteria of the MR systems. One of these criteria, the type
of input requirements, regulates the accessibility and accuracy of the technique. This criteria will be used to classify
the different methods.
The classification put forward firstly takes into account
the required geometric model of the real scene, starting with
the techniques that require no geometric model and finishing
with techniques that require a precise geometric model. In
this report a geometric model is defined as a reconstruction
of a part of the (or the entire) real scene with significant detail. The pre-processing workload for techniques that extract
a basic geometric model, e.g. the depth at a low resolution,
is significantly lower than those methods that do require a
high-level geometric model. In this paper, techniques using
basic geometric information are classified under that group
of methods that do not require a geometric model, as this
will give a better indication of the amount of pre-processing
time required for each different class.
Two different approaches exist to reconstruct a geometric
model of the real scene. Either the scene is scanned with
a scanning device [Nyl] [MNP∗ 99] [3Ds], or it is reconstructed using stereovision [HGC92][Har][Fau92][Fau93].
The first option of using a scanning device gives a precise
geometric model but is expensive and tedious. Often the
model will capture too much detail, which is not always
necessary and is difficult to manage for real-time applications. Objects such as trees and objects with a highly specular surface are for some scanning techniques difficult to
model accurately. Instead of using a scanning device, modelling techniques based on stereovision can be used to reconstruct the geometry of a scene. Most methods described
in this survey that need a 3D model of the scene opt for
this low cost solution. In general, the 3D reconstruction requires at least two images from different viewpoints. However, the entire geometry of a scene cannot be captured
with one image pair only, this would create gaps in the
known geometry. Usually more than one image pair is required for a complete geometric reconstruction. The ease
c The Eurographics Association 2004.
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Figure 2: Results for Sato et al. [SSI99]. The top row shows results for an indoor scene, the bottom row for an outdoor scene.
The images on the left are the input images, the images on the right illustrate the resulting MR. Soft shadows are produced using
local common illumination. Courtesy of Sato et al.

at which this reconstruction can take place depends on the
amount of information that is available for the camera(s)
used. If the internal and external camera parameters are
known, the reconstruction is easier. Internal parameters can
be estimated in a relatively simple way. Recording the external parameters is more difficult and involves a precise and
tedious capture process. Fortunately, the fundamental matrix of the stereovision system can be estimated based on
the internal parameters only, if at least eight corresponding
points are known [HGC92][Har]. This was reduced to six
known points [Fau92][Fau93] for a calibration relative to
a scale factor, which is often sufficient. Having the fundamental matrix can ease the reconstruction but does not make
it trivial. Research led to different types of systems: non
constraint systems [FRL∗ 98][SWI97] and constraint systems [POF98][DTM96][DBY98][MYTG94]. Good commercial reconstruction software [Rea][Met][Eos][Int] exists,
c The Eurographics Association 2004.
°

but most of them lack the option of reconstructing complex
shapes and large environments. In general, we can conclude
that systems requiring geometric information demand a long
pre-processing time, and are not guaranteed to get an accurate geometric model. It is really important to recognize
the geometric acquisition as a difficult problem, that still requires much more research efforts.
The calculation or rendering process might use more than
one different image (or texture containing radiance information) for the same point in the real scene, for instance for
the BRDF estimation. Our classification of methods is, parallel with the classification based on the geometric information, based on this amount of image data needed to reconstruct a MR environment. Hereby excluding the image data
needed for retrieving geometric information. More precisely,
the classification will use the amount of different input images used for the rendering.
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Figure 3: Results for Yu et al. [YDMH99]. Left: the original input scene. Right: the result of illuminating the original scene
using a different illumination pattern. The specular and diffuse parameters of the real objects are calculated. Courtesy of Yu et
al.

Figure 4: Results for Loscos et al. [LDR00]. The image on the left hand side represents the real scene. The image on the right
hand side shows the relighted synthetic scene, for which real light sources have been virtually turned off and a virtual light
source is inserted. Global common illumination updates are performed at interactive rates using an adapted version of [DS97].
Courtesy of Loscos et al.

Some projects adopted the concepts of High Dynamic
Range Images (HDR images) [Lar91] that can be computed
when using techniques such as [DM97][MN99]. Each HDR
image is generated based on a set of images taken from the
same viewpoint of the same scene, but with a different exposure. The end-result is one image containing radiance values
instead of ordinary RGB values. In other words, radiance
values are not clamped in the RGB space. It may be argued
that methods using HDR images should be classified under
that class with methods that use more than one image for
each point of the scene. However, this report considers that
a HDR image provides one radiance value per point, and
methods that use only one HDR image for a certain point of
the scene, are therefore classified as methods requiring only
one input image. Similarly, techniques that require a few or
many HDR images are classified as methods using respectively a few or many images.

We now present the classification that is used throughout
the rest of this section:
1. Model of the real scene unknown, one image known
(section 3.1): this category lists those techniques that do
not require any model of the real scene, except for some
low-level geometry like depth information. Any necessary radiance information of a certain point in the real
scene is extracted from one single image.
2. Model of the real scene known, one image known (section 3.2): a geometric model of the real scene is available.
Any necessary radiance information is extracted from
one image only.
3. Model of the real scene known, few images known
(section 3.3): again a geometric model of the scene is required. For a certain point in the scene, radiance information is available from a few different images.
c The Eurographics Association 2004.
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4. Model of the real scene known, many images known
(section 3.4): this class groups those techniques that require both a detailed geometric model of the real scene
and radiance information from a large set of different images.
The rest of this section lists the most significant methods based on the above mentioned classification and briefly
discusses their methodology. A discussion of the techniques
based on the assessment criteria mentioned in section 2.2 is
given in section 4.
3.1. Model of real scene unknown, one image known
To this challenging category, in terms of output quality, belong those methods that require very little relevant information about the real scene. Since no geometric model of the
scene is available it might be necessary to calculate depth
information of the scene, to allow a correct inclusion of the
virtual objects, or some lighting information. For this group,
all radiance information is extracted from one single image.
Nakamae et al. [NHIN86] were the first to propose a
method for composing photographs with virtual elements.
Input photographs are calibrated and a very simple geometric model of the real scene is extracted. The viewpoints of
the photograph and the virtual scene are aligned to ensure an
appropriate registration of the virtual objects within the photographed elements. The sun is positioned within the system
according to the time and date when the picture was taken.
The sun intensity and an ambient term are estimated from
two polygons in the image. The illumination on the virtual
elements is estimated and adjusted to satisfy the illumination
in the original photograph. The composition is done pixel by
pixel and at that stage it is possible to add fog. All parameters are very inaccurate and therefore the results are limited
in accuracy. However, they were the first to mention the importance of using a radiometric model to improve the image
composition.
Techniques exist in computer graphics that use environment maps to render objects in a scene. They were
introduced to approximate reflections for interactive rendering [BN76][Gre86][VF94]. These techniques can also
be used to assist the rendering of glossy reflections
[CON99][HS99][KM00] by pre-filtering a map with a fixed
reflection model or a BRDF. At this moment, graphics cards
extensions support the real-time use of environment maps,
this encourages its use even more. Graphics cards now support cube maps [NVi], and ATI [ATI02] presented at SIGGRAPH 2003 a demonstration of a real-time application for
high resolution. Environment maps can be used to represent
the real scene in a MR environment as a panorama and the
information from these images can be used to simulate reflections on a vertical object positioned at the center of the
environment map [Che95].
Agusanto et al. [ALCS03] exploited the idea of environc The Eurographics Association 2004.
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ment maps to provide reflections in AR. They use HDR images of the environment captured by a light probe to create the environment map. These maps are filtered off-line
to decompose the diffuse from the glossy components. The
rendering is then performed with a multi-pass rendering algorithm that exploits hardware capabilities. After some preprocessing, like the inclusion of shadows, they present results for MR environments rendered on a desktop. An impressive aspect of their work is that the method also works
for real-time AR. The implementation of their method works
with ARToolKit [ARt] and the results show interactive reflections from the real scene on virtual objects at interactive
frame rate. An example of such a projection is given in Figure 5. Although it should be feasible, they have not yet provided a shadow algorithm for the AR application.

Figure 5: Results for Agusanto et al. [ALCS03]. The virtual objects are rendered with skin textures. The left object
is blended with a diffuse map and no soft shadows. The right
objects is blended with a glossy map and with soft shadows.
Courtesy of Agusanto et al.
Sato et al. [SSI99] adopt a technique that extends the use
of environment maps to perform common illumination. In
their method, it is assumed that no geometry is known apriori. However, at least a few images are known from different but very restricted and known viewpoints, which can
be used to estimate a very simple geometry of the scene and
the position of the light sources. The obtained geometry does
not offer a reliable occlusion detection and the positions of
the virtual object are therefore restricted to lie in front of
all real objects in the real scene. After this low-level geometric reconstruction, a set of omni-directional images are
captured with varying shutter speed. From these images, a
radiance distribution is calculated, which in turn is mapped
onto the geometry. To calculate the shadows and the local illumination a ray casting technique is adopted. The radiance
values of the virtual objects are calculated using the information known about the light sources, the radiance values of the
real scene, the geometry and the BRDF values of the virtual
objects. To simulate the shadows cast by virtual objects on
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real objects, the radiance values of those points in the scene
that lie in shadow are scaled. The simulated soft shadows
look realistic, see Figure 2. Their geometric estimate is poor
and therefore usability of the method is limited and the positions of the virtual objects are restricted. Nevertheless the
method produces convincing local common illumination.

3.2. Model of real scene known, one image known
Most of the existing illumination methods assume that a geometric model of the scene is available. The more detailed
the geometric model is, the more reliable the occlusion detection will be. Although not all techniques explain where
this model should come from, it is doubtful that a perfect geometric model can ever be acquired and this should be taken
into account when evaluating a specific method. In this section a discussion is given of those methods that take a certain
3D geometric model of the real scene as input and extract radiance information from one single image. All methods that
belong to this category are further divided into three groups
based on the type of illumination they produce:
• local illumination for AR applications: 3.2.2
• common illumination: 3.2.1
• relighting: 3.2.3

3.2.1. Local illumination for AR
As mentioned before, AR has long been an area wherein
people focused on registration and calibration as these are
still difficult problems to solve in that area. However, a few
papers tried to introduce shadows in their systems, to show
how well the registration was done and to improve the rendering quality. Recent improvements in graphics hardware
for rendering shadows made it possible to perform real-time
rendering of shadows on well-registered systems where the
geometry is known. Early work was presented by State et
al. [SHC∗ 94] in which virtual objects are inserted in the
see-through real scene. A real light source is moved around
and tracked, and shadows of the virtual object due to this
real light source are virtually cast onto real objects by using the shadow mapping technique [Bli88]. In this case, the
light source is assumed to be a point light source. It was
very promising that some researchers in AR were interested
in using local common illumination in their systems, but it
was followed by a long period in which no innovative material emerged. Only recently, additional work of Haller et
al. [HDH03] was carried out to add shadows from a virtual
object onto real objects. The method uses shadow volumes,
and in order to get good quality results knowledge about the
scene geometry is essential. Other methods exist [BGWK03]
that we will not discuss here, since they will not be applicable in general MR systems because these systems would
require the capture of a large environment.

3.2.2. Common illumination
Jancene et al. [JNP∗ 95] use a different approach to illuminate the virtual objects, they base their method, called RES
(Reality Enriched by Synthesis), on the principle of composition. The objective is to add virtual animated objects in
a calibrated video sequence. The final video is a composition of the original video sequence with a virtual video sequence that contains both virtual objects and a representation of the real objects. The geometry of the real object is
reconstructed a-priori so that for each frame in the video the
geometry is known. The rendering in the virtual sequence is
performed using ray tracing. It is possible to modify the reflectance properties of real objects. Shadows are simulated
in the virtual sequence, the impact of the shadows in the final video is acquired by modifying the original video with an
attenuation factor. An occlusion mask is created to reflect occlusion between virtual and real objects. This method came
quite early in the history of common illumination and video
composition. Even though it is not applicable for real-time
applications, it allows local common illumination and virtual
modification of the reflectance properties of real objects. The
images on the left in Figure 6 illustrate the original scene, the
images on the right illustrate the composition.
Gibson and Murta [GM00] present a common illumination method, using images taken from one viewpoint that
succeeds in producing MR images at interactive rates, by using hardware accelerated rendering techniques. Apart from
constructing the geometry of the scene, the pre-processing
involves creating a set of radiance maps based on an omnidirectional HDR image of the entire scene. New virtual objects are rendered via a spherical mapping algorithm, that
maps the combination of these radiance maps onto the virtual object under consideration. Later shadows are added
using a two step algorithm. To simulate the shadows, a set
of M light sources are identified, which imitate the true,
unknown illumination in the scene. Each light source is
assigned a position and two parameters αi and Ii , which
define the colour of the shadow. For each light source, a
shadow map is calculated using efficient hardware calculations (z-buffer). Shadow mapping is an intensively technique supported by the graphics hardware that helps to create shadows in a fast and efficient way. The shadows created
with shadow maps are in nature hard shadows and therefore unsuitable for realistic shadow generation. Gibson et
al. combine the M shadow maps in a specific way, using
the above-mentioned parameters and now the system succeeds in simulating soft shadows, looking almost identical
to the solutions obtained with a more computational and traditional ray-casting algorithm, see Figure 7. The system of
M light sources needs to be defined so that it represents a
close replica to the current illumination system, an increase
in number of light sources affects the rendering time. To
demonstrate their method, Gibson and Murta used eight light
sources to simulate an indoor environment. The position and
the parameters of the light sources are defined via an optimic The Eurographics Association 2004.
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Figure 6: Results for Jancene et al. [JNP∗ 95]. The images on the left hand side show the original scene and the registration
of the cardboard box within this scene. The images on the right hand side show two screen shots from the video sequence in
which a virtual dynamic green ball and static pink cube have been added to the original scene. The reflection of the green ball
is visible on the board behind it. Courtesy of Jancene et al.

Figure 7: Results for Gibson et al. [GM00]. Comparison of a ray-traced (left) and a hardware generated image (right). The raytraced image was generated using RADIANCE [War94], the hardware generated image made use of the rendering method
described in [GM00]. The generation of the ray-traced image took approximately 2 hours, the generation of the hardware
rendered image took place at nearly 10 frames-per-second. Courtesy of Gibson et al.

sation algorithm, which needs to be executed only once for
each different scene.
Debevec [Deb98] presents a more advanced common illumination technique that estimates the BRDF values for a
small part of the scene. It is argued that if a virtual object is
inserted into the scene, only a small fraction of the scene experiences an influence from that inclusion. Relighting techniques using inverse illumination therefore only require the
BRDF values of those points that lie in this fraction. Since
for most applications it is possible to know the position of
the virtual objects, Debevec uses this position to divide the
entire scene into two parts: the local scene and the distant
scene. The local scene is that fraction of the scene whose
appearance might alter after inclusion and the BRDF of the
materials in that part need to be estimated. On the other hand,
the distant scene is that part of the scene that undergoes no
physical alteration after inclusion. A schematic overview of
the division in local and distant scene and their corresponding influences is presented in Figure 8. The local scene is
c The Eurographics Association 2004.
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restricted to be diffuse only; the distant scene has no restrictions. An omni-directional HDR image is captured using a
mirrored ball. The resulting light probe image is used to
present the illumination in the real scene. Based on the geometric model, the light probe image and the division into local and distant scene, the BRDF values in the local scene are
estimated. The calculations are straightforward, since only
diffuse BRDF values are considered. A differential rendering technique was developed to reduce the possible inconsistencies in the geometric model and the (specular) error
on the BRDF estimates to an acceptable level. The rendering is a two pass mechanism. First, the augmented scene is
rendered using a global illumination technique, the result is
denoted by LSob j . Next the scene is rendered using the same
global illumination technique, without including the virtual
objects, denoted by LSnoob j . If the input scene is represented
by LSb , than the difference between LSb and LSnoob j is exactly the error that results from an incorrect BRDF estimation. The differential rendering therefore calculates the final
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output rendering LS f inal as:
LS f inal = LSb + (LSob j − LSnoob j )
This differential rendering technique removes most of the
inaccuracies and in a certain way it is similar to the one of
Jancene et al. [JNP∗ 95] presented above. The results of this
technique are promising, see Figure 8, but it still suffers from
a few deficiencies. Firstly, only diffuse parameters of the local scene are estimated, this introduces an error that should
be compensated by the differential rendering. Secondly, the
viewpoint can be altered but the technique is too slow to
work at interactive rates. If the rendering could be accelerated using low cost graphics hardware, it could be possible
to achieve interactive update rates for the MR.
Gibson et al. [GCHH03] developed a method to create soft
shadows using a set of shadow maps. They created a rapid
shadow generation algorithm to calculate and visualize the
shadows in a scene after the material properties of the scene
are calculated. A proper estimate of both the geometry and
the radiance information in the real scene needs to be available. It is assumed that the BRDF for all materials is diffuse.
This diffuse BRDF is estimated using geometry and radiance information (one radiance image per 3D point). In their
method, the scene is divided into two parts: one part contains
all patches in a scene that are visible from the camera, called
the receiver patches and another part contains those patches
in the scene that have a significant radiance, called the source
patches. Then they organize these patches to build a shaft hierarchy between the receiver patches and the source patches.
The shaft hierarchy contains information on which patches
block receiver patches from other source patches. Next they
render the scene from a certain viewpoint. This rendering
is a two-pass mechanism. In a first pass, they go through
the shaft hierarchy to see which source patches partially or
completely illuminate a receiver patch. Once these source
patches are identified, they set the radiance of each receiver
patch to the sum of all irradiance coming from these source
patches, without taking occlusions into account. The second
rendering pass, takes the shadows in consideration. To calculate the portion of blocked light, they use the shadow mapping technique. In fact, they create a shadow map for each
source patch. At each receiver patch, these maps are then
combined and subtracted from the radiance value that was
rendered in the first pass. This technique is capable of producing soft shadows in a fast and efficient way. In Figure 9
examples are given of synthetic scenes rendered using the
above described method. Renderings of the same synthetic
scenes using a ray tracing method are given as well. The images in the last column are photographic reference images.
Another set of methods were built to exploit the structure
of a radiosity method. Fournier et al. made pioneering work
in this direction [FGR93]. When this method was developed,
facilities for modelling a geometric model from a real scene
were not available. To overcome this issue, Fournier et al.
decided to replace the geometry of the objects in the real

scene by their bounding box, and an image of the object was
applied on each of the faces of the box. An example of such
a model is shown in Figure 10. To set up the scene for global
common illumination computation, faces of the boxes representing the real objects are divided into patches. Using the
information contained in the radiance textures, a diffuse local reflectance is computed by averaging pixels covered by
each patch. Light source exitances are estimated and the radiosity of the patches are set as an average of the per pixel
radiance covered by each patch. After insertion of the virtual
objects and the virtual light sources in the model of the real
scene, new radiosity values are computed for the elements in
the scene using progressive radiosity [CCWG88]. The rendering is carried out by modifying the intensity of each patch
with the ratio obtained by dividing the new radiosity by the
original one. In Figure 10 an illustration of the result of this
method is given. The results of this technique look promising
but it suffers from the lack of a detailed geometry. This leads
to misaligned shadows and other types of mismatching between real and virtual objects. The technique is slow and will
not allow real-time interaction. Nevertheless, this pioneering
method has influenced subsequent research work, e.g. Drettakis et al. [DRB97] and Loscos et al. [LDR00] as presented
in the remainder of this section.
Drettakis et al. [DRB97] present a method that builds
on Fournier et al. [FGR93], but use a finer model of the
real scene. The same equations are used to estimate the
light sources emittance, the reflectance of the patches and
the original radiosity. Drettakis et al. make use of the more
recent hierarchical radiosity method hierarchical [HSA91]
accelerated by using clustering [RPV93][Sil95][SAG94].
Based on [DS97] a hierarchy of shafts is built from the real
scene model, which allows a local understanding when virtual objects are added. This permits an easy identification
of all patches that need to undergo a radiosity alteration due
to the influence of the newly added object. The advantage
of this shaft hierarchy is that it permits interactive updates of
the illumination in the augmented scene when virtual objects
move. The final display is made similarly to the method of
Fournier et al. [FGR93]: the intensity of the patches is modified with the ratio defined by the modified radiosity divided
by the original radiosity. This type of rendering is fast, compared to a ray tracing method, as it uses the hardware capability to render textured polygons. This method provides
global common illumination with possible interaction. Unfortunately, the technique does not allow changing either the
current illumination or the current viewpoint. In Figure 11 a
screen shot is given of the 3D reconstruction and an example
of a MR.
3.2.3. Relighting
In Loscos et al. [LDR00], relighting is made possible, while
keeping the framework set by Fournier et al. [FGR93] and
Drettakis et al. [DRB97]. The scene parameters are extracted
in the same way, except that it has been extended to the use of
c The Eurographics Association 2004.
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Figure 8: Debevec et al. [Deb98]. Left: a diagram illustrating the relation between the different components presented in
[Deb98]. The real scene is divided into a local scene and a distant scene. The illumination from the distant scene influences
the local scene and the virtual objects. The virtual objects influence the local scene. The local scene and the virtual objects do
not have an influence on the distant scene. Middle: an image of the real scene. Right: an example of the differential rendering
technique for an indoor scene after inserting virtual objects. Diffuse effects are simulated. Courtesy of Debevec et al.

HDR images [Los]. Since this technique focuses on relighting, a specific subdivision of the real scene is made to detect
as much direct shadows as possible. The radiosity of each element is modified to simulate non-blocked radiosity, in other
words, to erase the shadows from the textures. A factor is
computed using the radiosity method without taking the visibility in consideration. Then the new radiosity value is used
to update the texture. Approximations of the estimation and
of the input data led to inexact modification of the texture. In
a second step, another factor is applied to automatically correct the imprecision. This is done by using a reference patch
that reflects the desired result. Once this is done, the new
textures are used instead of the original ones, and reflectance
and original radiosity values are updated accordingly. Shadows can be simulated using the factor of the newly computed
radiosity solution divided by the original radiosity (without
shadows). This technique also extends the method presented
in [DS97] for the insertion of virtual lights. In the system
of Loscos et al. [LDR00], it is possible to virtually modify
the intensity of real light sources, to insert virtual objects
that can be dynamically moved and to insert virtual light
sources. The problem that comes with inserting new lights
or increasing light source intensity is that the value of the
factor computed between the new radiosity value, divided by
the original radiosity, may be greater than one. In that case,
multi-pass rendering is used to enable the visualisation of
brighter illumination. This method allows interactivity and
is fairly rapid in the pre-processing computation. However,
the obtained results obtained are inaccurate because the illumination of the real scene is not fully estimated. Firstly,
because lit areas are not altered at all, and secondly, because
it concentrates on the diffuse component only. An example
of the results is shown in Figure 4 using the HDR images as
an input.
Although it doesn’t seem feasible to estimate specular
components of the BRDF from one single image, Boivin et
al. [BG01] present a technique that re-renders diffuse and
c The Eurographics Association 2004.
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specular effects based on radiance information from one single image and a full geometric model of the scene, including the light source positioning and the camera properties.
With a hierarchical and iterative technique they estimate the
reflectance parameters in the scene. In this method, the reflectance model of Ward [War92] is used, which presents
the entire BRDF with either 3 (isotropic materials) or 5
(anisotropic materials) different parameters. The BRDF estimation process starts by assuming that the BRDF values are
all diffuse. A synthetic scene is rendered using the geometry, the current BRDF estimate and global illumination techniques. If the difference between the real scene and the synthetic scene is too large, the BRDF values are re-estimated
using a more complex BRDF model. First specular effects
are added and a roughness factor is estimated using an timeconsuming optimisation process. Later anisotropic effects
are introduced and the optimisation continues until a reasonable synthetic scene is acquired. This is very similar to the
way parameters are estimated in [YDMH99]. However, in
this case, only one input image is used, and anisotropic parameters are estimated as well. The method of Boivin et al.
relies on one single image to capture all photometric information. The advantage of such an approach is that the image
capturing is relatively easy; the disadvantage is that only partial geometric information is available: there is no information for those surfaces that are not visible in the image. Nevertheless,the proposed technique allows changing the viewpoint. If a sufficiently large portion of a certain object is
visible in the image, the reflectance properties of the missing parts of the object are calculated based on this portion.
Grouping objects with similar reflectance properties makes
this process more robust. On the other hand, this requires
that not only the geometry needs to be known, but also a
partitioning of the scene into objects with similar reflectance
properties, which greatly compromises the operatability of
this technique. Although optimised, the rendering algorithm
is computationally expensive and therefore only a non real-
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Figure 9: Results for Gibson et al. [GCHH03]. A comparison of the rendering quality for three different scenes. The images in
the left column are produced using the system presented in [GCHH03]. The images in the middle column are rendered using
ray tracing. The image in the right column are photographic reference images. Courtesy of Gibson et al.

time solution can be obtained. In Figure 12 an illustration is
given of the output results of the described method.
3.3. Model of real scene known, few images known
If more information about the radiance of the points in the
scene is available, a better BRDF estimate can be acquired.
The radiance perceived at a certain point depends on the
viewing angle, on the angle of incident light and the BRDF.
Hence, it is possible to gain more information about the
BRDF of a certain point in the scene if radiance information
is available from images captured from a different viewing
angle. Alternatively, if the viewpoint is kept the same but the
position of the light sources is changed, extra BRDF information is captured as well. In this section, the methods are
discussed that make use of this extra information.

Loscos et al. [LFD∗ 99] developed a system that allow relighting, as well as virtual light source insertion, dynamic
virtual objects inclusion and real object removal. They found
that it is difficult to estimate reflectance values in shadow regions due to saturation and because this estimate depends
on the quality of the indirect light estimation. They compensated this by adding extra photographs captured under different lighting. The geometry of the real scene is modelled from
photographs. This geometric model is textured using one of
the images, taken from the different viewpoints. A set of pictures is then taken from this chosen viewpoint while a light
source is moved around the scene to modify the illumination.
These pictures can be HDR images as used in [Los]. Loscos
et al. decided to mix a ray-casting approach to compute the
local illumination and a radiosity approach to compute the
indirect lighting. Two sets of reflectances are thus computed.
c The Eurographics Association 2004.
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Figure 10: Results for Fournier et al. [FGR93]. Left: wire-frame image, all objects in the scene are represented by a box, that
narrowly fits the object. Middle: Image information is mapped on the boxes (not that for the ball, a more complex shape was
used). Right: an example of a MR, the book on top of another book, lying on a table is virtual. Also a virtual light source is
added. The global common illumination effects are generated with an adaptive progressive radiosity algorithm. Courtesy of
Fournier et al.

Figure 11: Results for Drettakis et al. [DRB97]. In the left image a screen shot is given of the 3D reconstruction of the real
scene. The right image gives an example of the MR, the floating box is the virtual object. The virtual objects can be moved at
interactive rate while keeping the global illumination effects. This is carried out by using an adaptation of hierarchical shafts
for hierarchical radiosity [DS97]. Courtesy of Drettakis et al.

First diffuse reflectance values are computed for each pixel
of the viewing window. This is done with a weighted average
of the reflectance evaluated with each input image differently
lit. The applied weight is based on whether the 3D point associated to the pixel is in shadow relative to the light source
position, and also whether the radiance value captured is saturated. The reflectance values are then used to initialise a
radiosity system similar to those in [DRB97][LDR00]. This
reflectance can be refined by an iterative algorithm [Los].
With this reflectance, Loscos et al. are able to relight the
scene using global illumination. Pixel values are updated by
adding the local illumination value, computed by ray casting,
c The Eurographics Association 2004.
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to the indirect illumination value, computed by hierarchical
radiosity using a rough subdivision of the scene. Local modifications are made after the insertion or moving of virtual
objects by selecting the area of the window where local illumination will be affected. Indirect illumination is modified
by adapting the technique of [DS97]. Similarly, virtual light
sources can be added, and intensity of real light sources can
be modified. A very interesting application of this method is
the removal of real objects. The unknown information previously masked by the object is filled using automatic texture
synthesis of a sample of the image of the reflectance values of the previously hidden object. The results show that
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Figure 12: Results for Boivin et al. [BG01]. The top left image illustrates the original scene. The top right image is a relighted
synthetic image. Diffuse and specular effects are simulated using an optimisation algorithm. The bottom left image illustrates
the possibility of changing the viewpoint by grouping objects with similar properties. The bottom right image illustrates the
relighting of the original scene with a different illumination pattern. Courtesy of Boivin et al.

the relighting and the interaction with virtual objects can be
achieved in an interactive time. Image examples of the results are shown in Figure 13. Their approach is particularly
interesting and produces good results. The results could be
improved by considering specular effects. Due to the nature
of the image capture process, it would be very difficult to
apply this technique on real outdoor scenes.
A different approach taken by Gibson et al. [GHH01] result in another relighting method, in which the reflectance
of the material is roughly estimated based on a restricted
amount of geometry and radiance information of the scene.
In theory, only geometry and radiance information is needed
for those parts of the scene that will be visible in the final
relighted MR. In their approach a photometric reconstruction algorithm is put forward, that is capable of estimating
reflectance and illumination for a scene if only incomplete
information is available. To achieve this they model the di-

rect illumination coming from unknown light sources using
virtual light sources, see Figure 14. The aim is not to produce an accurate illumination model, but rather a model that
produces a similar illumination as in the original scene. The
model used is a spherical illumination surface: a set of small
area light sources that surrounds the known geometry. The
parameters of this surface, the position and emission of the
light sources, are estimated using an iterative minimization
algorithm. Based on this model, the reflectance of the materials in the scene are estimated. The MR scene is rendered
using a ray tracing algorithm. User interaction is impossible
at real-time update rate but nevertheless the method illustrates the possibility of getting fairly realistic mixed realities,
without limiting input requirements. This method is original, interesting and very practical to adapt to many situations
where information on a real scene is partially known. Imprecisions and ambiguities are compensated for, resulting in a
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Figure 13: Results for Loscos et al. [LFD∗ 99]. The left image is one of the input images of the real scene. The middle image is
a relighted image of the real scene, using the calculated BRDF values. The left image illustrates the removal of an object (the
door), the insertion of a new virtual object (the chair) and the insertion of a virtual light source. All manipulations are carried
out at interactive update rates. The illumination is updated locally with ray casting. The consistency of the indirect illumination
is kept using an adaptation of [DS97]. Courtesy of Loscos et al.

more accurate simulation of the existing illumination. An example of a rendered scene and its comparable real scene are
given in Figure 15.

x’
Virtual
Source

Figure 14: Technique Gibson et al. [GHH01]. The real illumination is approximated by a illumination surface. This
illumination surface is covered by a set of virtual light
sources. The parameters of these virtual light sources are
estimated such that its effect resembles the real illumination.
Courtesy of Gibson et al.

3.4. Model of real scene known, many images known
This category collects those techniques that require the most
input information. Not only the geometry is known but also
radiance information under many different geometric setups. We have found only two significant methods that belong
to this category of MR methods. They were selected from
a broad set of techniques on inverse illumination because
they provide a solution for a large group of objects, which
is essential for MR. The first inverse illumination method
[YDMH99] focuses on the BRDF-estimation, using many
c The Eurographics Association 2004.
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HDR images from different viewpoints. The second [YM98]
allows to relight outdoor scenes. The remainder of this section briefly discusses these two techniques.
Yu et al. [YDMH99] use a low parametric reflectance
model, which allows the diffuse reflectance to vary arbitrarily across the surface while non-diffuse characteristics remain constant across a certain region. The input to their system is the geometry of the scene, a set of HDR images and
the position of the direct light sources. An inverse radiosity
method is applied to recover the diffuse albedo. The other
two parameters in the reflectance model of Ward [War92],
the roughness and the specular component, are estimated by
a non-linear optimisation. For the estimation of the specular
BRDF, it is assumed that many HDR images are available
from a different set of viewpoints. The estimation makes use
of the position of the light sources and the possible highlights they may produce on a surface due to specular effects.
It is therefore helpful to capture images of the scene with
a various number of light sources, since this might increase
the number of specular highlights. This precise estimate of
the BRDF values in the scene allows to remove all illumination in the scene and a new illumination pattern can be
applied. To render the scene they make use of Ward’s RADI ANCE system [War94]. No further steps were taken to speed
up the rendering process. Figure 3 illustrates the results obtained for augmented images compared to photographs of
the real scene. This technique is interesting for MR because
it provides an algorithm to estimate accurate complex BRDF
of a complex real scene, resulting in an accurate representation of the illumination.
Yu and Malik [YM98] present a technique that allows
relighting for outdoor scenes for which they simulated the
varying positions of the sun during the day. They propose a
method based on inverse illumination. As it is impossible to
retrieve the geometry of the entire scene, they separate the
scene into four parts: the local model, the sun, the sky and
the surrounding environment. The illumination sources are
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Figure 15: Results for Gibson et al. [GHH01]. The left images illustrates the reconstructed scene from a novel viewpoint. The
image in the middle is a synthetic image illuminated with virtual light sources. The right image illustrates the addition of virtual
objects. Both specular and diffuse effects are simulated. Courtesy of Gibson et al.

the sun, the sky, and the surrounding environment. Luminance due to the sun and the sky are estimated based on a set
of input images. At least two photographs per surface of the
local model are captured, which should show two different
lighting conditions (directly and not directly lit by the sun).
The local model is subdivided into small surfaces. Based on
these two photographs, two pseudo-BRDF values are estimated per surface. One relates to the illumination from the
sun, the other relates to the illumination from the integrated
environment (sky plus surrounding environment). A least
square solution is then used to approximate the specular
term for each surface and for each lighting conditions (from
the integrated environment and from the sun). This approach
uses an approximation of the inverse illumination equation.
It illustrates the difficulty of setting up a parameterised MR
system for outdoor scenes. At rendering time, different positions of the sun are simulated. After extracting the sun and
the local model from the background, sky regions are identified and they are mapped on a mesh supported by a hemisphere. Three parameters control the sky intensity. A first
scale factor is applied when simulating sunrise and sunset;
it is constant otherwise. The second parameter adjusts the
intensity of the sky depending on the position of the mesh
on the dome. A last parameter controls the sky intensity depending on the sun’s position. Next, the radiance values and
the pseudo-BRDFs are used to reproduce the global illumination on the local scene. This method is the first to present
the possibility of relighting outdoor scenes. Results of these
relighted scenes and a comparison image are shown in Figure 16. Although it is difficult to evaluate the quality of the
relighting from the images provided by the authors, the images resemble the real conditions, and this can satisfy most
of the MR applications for outdoor environments.
4. Discussion
In section 2.2 we pointed out that the assessment of the various illumination techniques for MR comes with a certain degree of subjectivity. Fortunately there are some aspects that
can be evaluated in a rather objective way. Some of these
measures will be used in this section to assess the meth-

ods from section 3. Section 4.1 discusses the amount of preprocessing required. In section 4.2 an evaluation of the degree of interactivity is given and in section 4.3, the methods
will be evaluated based on the quality of the results. Section
4.4 explains which methods are suitable for outdoor scenes.
Finally an overview of the discussed methods is given in section 4.5.
4.1. Pre-processing time
The term pre-processes refers to those steps, carried out
once, that are required by the method before the merging
of real and virtual objects takes place. The geometry reconstruction, image capturing and BRDF estimation, are considered as pre-processing steps.
A few methods do not require a full geometric model of
the real scene: Sato et al. [SSI99], Nakamae et al. [NHIN86]
and Haller et al. [HDH03]. All other methods require a geometric model. Some of these methods do not explain how
this model can be constructed, others assume that it is constructed using semi-manual 3D reconstruction software, examples of such software were given in section 3. Using
reconstruction software usually results in a low resolution
model and is in general error prone, this is due to the fact
that no automatic, accurate 3D reconstruction software is yet
commercially available. Scanning devices give a better resolution, but these devices are expensive and while the scanning of a small object might be straightforward, the scanning
of a larger scene is tedious. As a summary we can say that
a perfect geometric model is difficult to acquire and that reconstruction is always a tedious work.
For some methods require radiance information from several viewpoints [YDMH99] [GHH01] or under different
types of illumination [LFD∗ 99] [YM98]. Taking several
HDR images from different viewpoints and under different
illumination delays the image capture time.
Many methods calculate a BRDF estimate, some use
a diffuse model, some allow a more complex model.
Often the calculation of the BRDF needs to be carried out
off-line, due to timing issues and is therefore considered as
c The Eurographics Association 2004.
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Figure 16: Results for Yu et al. [YM98]. The top row images illustrates the original tower from different viewpoints. The middle
row illustrates the relighting. The bottom row shows shows the same tower illuminated at different times of the day. Courtesy of
Yu et al.

pre-processing work. Methods that calculate a diffuse-only
BRDF are: [Deb98][FGR93][DRB97][LDR00][LFD∗ 99],
methods that allow specular components are:
[GHH01][YDMH99][YM98][BG01].
4.2. Level of interactivity
Interactivity means:
• the possibility of navigating objects or viewpoints in the
scene,
• the effort made to get an interactive rendering,
• the possibility to modify reflectance properties of real objects in the scene,
• the possibility to modify the illumination sources in the
real scene.
A few methods allow to navigate the virtual objects or
the viewpoints. These techniques have either enough BRDF
c The Eurographics Association 2004.
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information [BG01][YDMH99][FGR93], enough geometry
and illumination information [SSI99][YM98] or use a different approach [ALCS03][SHC∗ 94][JNP∗ 95].
Only a few of the methods operate in true real-time (RT)
[ALCS03][SHC∗ 94][GCHH03], others are near real-time
(near RT) [LDR00][LFD∗ 99][DRB97] but most of them are
non real-time (NRT). However, it should be noted that some
methods were developed years ago, when computer hardware and software were much slower than nowadays. Also,
it should be pointed out that some methods did not made a
special attempt in producing interactive systems. With a few
modifications, it should be possible to speed up most of the
described systems.
Some methods that specifically tried to speed up the computations are worth mentioning. Agusanto et al. [ALCS03]
exploited the idea of environment mapping while State et al.
[SHC∗ 94] used shadow mapping and Haller et al. [HDH03]
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shadow volumes. Gibson et al. [GM00] developed a new
technique to simulate soft shadows at interactive rates and
Drettakis et al. [DRB97], Loscos et al. [LDR00] and Loscos
et al. [LFD∗ 99] made use of a hierarchical radiosity algorithm, that decreased the computation time to interactive
rates as well. Gibson et al. [GCHH03] used shadow volumes.
Most methods that calculate the BRDF values are in principle capable of changing the BRDF values into something
new. This can be used to modify the appearances of real objects in the scene. Relighting methods can use this BRDF
information to relight a scene using a different illumination
pattern. In table 1 an overview is given of the various different types of illumination the discussed methods allow.
4.3. Evaluation of the quality
Some of the described methods evaluated the quality of their
method using one or more of the following evaluation methods:
• a comparison is made between a photograph reference of
the real scene and a synthetic version of the same scene,
• the BRDF is measured using a device and these results are
compared with the calculated BRDF values.
Gibson et al. [GCHH03] compare their shadow rendering
technique with a ray traced rendering and an image of the
real scene, see Figure 9. They are capable of producing realistic and similar shadows as in the real image and at a faster
time than the ray traced rendering. In [GM00] the presented
extended shadow mapping is compared with a ray traced version using the same input parameters, see Figure 7. There are
some differences between the two synthetic scenes, but the
generated shadows look realistic.
Boivin et al. [BG01] extract a full BRDF model and compare their rendering with an original image of the real scene
see Figure 12. In [YM98] the diffuse and specular components are calculated; the resulting rendering is compared
with an original image of the real scene. Likewise, [LDR00]
[LFD∗ 99] estimate the diffuse BRDF and compare a synthetic rendering with a original image of the real scene (see
Figures 4 and 13). In both methods, the rendering occurs at
interactive update rates.
Similarly, Gibson et al. [GHH01], see Figure 15, compare
an original and synthetic image and find that the error between the two images decreases drastically in the first three
iterations. Both diffuse and specular reflectances are modelled.
Yu et al. [YDMH99], see Figure 3, estimate diffuse and
specular BRDF values and compare these with measured
BRDF values of objects in the scene. The estimates and the
true values are similar.
We can also compare methods that use both specular and
diffuse BRDF values for the rendering with those that have

a more restrictive understanding of the BRDF. It is understood that systems based on a more complete BRDF model
result in an MR of a higher quality than those based on diffuse BRDF values only or those that do not estimate BRDF
values at all. For some methods, only a subjective user perceptive assessment can be made.
4.4. Usability on indoor and outdoor scenes
The reader may have noticed that most techniques were
tested on indoor scenes. Outdoor scenes are more complex
than indoor scenes. Not only is the geometry more difficult
to model, the illumination is difficult to extract as well. Outdoor illumination is time and weather dependent and difficult to model and simulate. Only three methods from Section 3 explicitly used an outdoor scene to test their method
[Deb98][GCHH03][SSI99][YM98] but this does not imply
that the other methods are not suitable for outdoor scenes.
For instance one might argue that all methods that use environment maps are capable of capturing the outdoor illumination. But some caution is in place when interpreting this
statement [JL04]. If HDR images are used to capture the environment map, which is in general the case, one needs to
bare two things in mind. Firstly, the intensity of the sun is
in general too bright to be captured in a HDR image without saturation, even at very fast shutter speeds. Secondly, if
the sky is clouded and the clouds drift in the sky, there will
inevitable be some movement in the low dynamic images
used to compile the HDR image, making them worthless. It
should be clear, that the extension from indoor to outdoor
scenery is not straightforward. The current state of the art of
MR shows no good solutions for the outdoor scenes.
4.5. Overview
Table 1 gives an overview of all methods discussed in section
3. For each method, the overview discusses the following
aspects:
• Geometric model of the scene: whether or not the
method requires a geometric model of the scene.
• Number of different images: the number of different images needed per point in the scene, to calculate the MR.
• Methodology: the methodology used to create the MR. In
section 2.3 three different approaches were discussed:
1. common illumination,
2. relighting,
3. inverse Illumination,
further to this division, a distinction is made between local
and global illumination techniques.
• Rendering: the rendering method used to compose the
MR. Possible answers are: ray-casting, ray-tracing, radiosity, etc.
• Computation time: this points out if the update time of
the method is real-time(RT), non real-time (NRT) or near
real time (near RT).
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6= Images

Methodology

Rendering

Computation time

[ALCS03]

no

one

global common illumination

environment maps, multipass
rendering

RT

[NHIN86]

no

one

local common illumination

ray casting

NRT

[SSI99]

no

one

global common illumination

ray casting

NRT

[SHC∗ 94]

yes

one

local common illumination

shadow mapping

RT

[HDH03]

yes

one

local common illumination

shadow volumes

RT

[JNP 95]

yes

one

local common illumination

ray tracing

NRT

[GCHH03]

yes

one

global common illumination

shadow mapping

RT

[Deb98]

yes

one

global common illumination

differential rendering + ray
tracing

NRT

[GM00]

yes

one

global common illumination

extended shadow mapping

near RT

[FGR93]

yes

one

global common illumination

radiosity + ray casting

NRT

[DRB97]

yes

one

relighting using global illumination

hierarchical radiosity algorithm

near RT

[LDR00]

yes

one

relighting using global illumination

hierarchical radiosity algorithm

near RT

[BG01]

yes

one

inverse global illumination

ray tracing

NRT

[LFD 99]

yes

few

relighting using global illumination

hierarchical radiosity algorithm
+ ray casting

near RT

[GHH01]

yes

few

relighting using global illumination

ray tracing

NRT

[YDMH99]

yes

many

inverse global illumination

ray tracing

NRT

[YM98]

yes

many

inverse global illumination

ray tracing

NRT

∗

∗

Section
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.3
3.3
3.4
3.4
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Table 1: Overview of illumination methods for mixed reality.
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5. Conclusions and Future work
In the past few years research has been motivated to consider a new type of simulation: the simulation of a new reality called mixed reality which refers to the concept of mixing
a real scene with virtual elements. Mixed reality has now become very important for various applications ranging from
entertainment with movie post-production and games, architecture, cultural heritage, education and training, etc. Several problems arise when composing reality with virtual elements. A first problem is how to automatically calibrate the
relative position and the occlusion of virtual objects with
virtual ones. As mentioned in this report, this has been addressed successfully in two different ways. One can use a
scanning device or one can use real-time stereovision to extract depth and shape information. A second problem is how
to illuminate the virtual objects consistently with the original
light conditions in the real scene. Research papers appeared
already in the late eighties to answer this last need of the industry, but it is only recently, within the last ten years, that
the international community made a more significant effort
to provide more automated solutions for computing the illumination in mixed reality.
Although it is tempting to compare techniques relatively
to the quality of the results achieved, we decided to classify
them depending on the context and the goal of the method.
First, it is of course easier to compute illumination for mixed
reality if a 3D model is available. Second, it may be that only
a few images of the real scene are available from different
viewpoints, and some available with different lighting conditions. The more images are available for the illumination
extraction, the easier the computation procedure becomes.
On the contrary, the fewer images are available the more difficult it is to perform an accurate estimation and therefore
simulation. We consequently deduce that it would be fairer
and more interesting to compare techniques using similar
types of data. We have used four different categories that
illustrate the information available on the geometric model
and on the radiance information of the real scene. However,
we also discussed different manners to compare the illumination techniques used for mixed reality. For example, we
compared them depending on the type of the illumination
achieved: local or global, diffuse or complex illumination
effects, and we pointed out if relighting was possible. The
possibility of user interaction was considered as well.
An ideal conclusion of this report would state which technique is the most perfect one. Obviously we could outline
the desirable features of all methods, but it is impossible
to assess them without knowing the application at hand. It
is therefore very difficult to describe the ideal method. We
would like it to be real-time and automatic with no preprocessing requirements. It would allow any type of virtual
interaction: modification of lighting, removal of real objects,
modification of material properties of real objects and addition of virtual elements. And the rendering quality would

perfectly match with the real one. Research is heading towards this, and it is likely that this technology will become
more accessible in future years. Progress in stereovision
techniques, in automatic calibration, registration and in computer graphics will help in the progression in illumination for
mixed reality. We need more automatic reconstruction methods of the geometry, including more and more complex details. Progress in augmented reality is heading towards systems being able to recognise shape and depth without markers. Computer graphics research needs to provide more precise description of reflection models and rendering software
needs to be adapted to these more complex materials. Little work has been done in modelling the behaviour of light
sources, which are often assumed diffuse. It will be important for future work to consider more complex lighting in
order to find a better estimate for the illumination in mixed
reality. Finally, most of the methods have been designed for
indoor environments that are easier to control. Outdoor environments present a real challenge, both in the capture and
in the simulation. It is expected that more work for outdoor
environments will appear in the near future.
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